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Re: In re Yahoo! Shareholders Litigation. Cons. C.A. No. 3561-CC 

Dear Chancellor Chandler: 

I write on behalf of plaintiffs to bring to the Court's attention news of how 

Yahoo! Inc. ("Yahoo") has found another way to coerce the stockholder vote, creating 

another reason why it is imperative that a trial be held in advance of the annual meeting 

scheduled for August 1,2008. 

Yesterday, Yahoo announced that it had ceased discussions with Microsoft 

Corporation and further announced that it had entered into a pact with Google Inc. 

("Google"), pursuant to which Yahoo will send search queries to Google and Google will 

provide Yahoo with advertisements for display on websites and other applications owned 

and operated by Yahoo (the "Services Agreement"). Yahoo announced that it estimates 

that the Services Agreement represents "an approximately $800 million annual revenue 

opportunity." (Exhibit A at Ex. 99.1) 

This morning, Yahoo filed a Form 8-K disclosing that the expected revenue 

stream from the Services Agreement can disappear, depending on the outcome of the 

director election at the upcoming annual meeting. According to the Form 8-K, Google is 

entitled to "suspend performance" under the Services Agreement if a majority of Carl 

Icahn's slate of nominees are elected: 

The Services Agreement also permits Google to suspend performance 

of the Services under certain circumstances, including a pending 

Change in Control of Yahoo! involving Microsoft, Time Warner or News 
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Corp and a change in a majority of the board of directors of Yahoo! 

following an annual or special meeting of stockholders if a majority of 

the new directors did not serve on Yahoo!'s board immediately prior 

to such stockholder meeting and were nominated or solicited for by 

Microsoft, Time Warner or News Corp or, solely with respect to 

Yahoo!'s first two annual or special meetings held after the Effective 

Date where the election of a majority of directors is before Yahoo! 

stockholders (but not later than September 1,2009), by any other 

person or group. 

{Id. at Item 1.01) This grant of an "Election Walkaway" right to Google coerces 

stockholders into not voting for Icahn's slate, given the potential $800 million annual 

price tag of a vote against the incumbent directors. 

As Your Honor may recall, the grant of an Election Walkaway in a merger 

agreement involving Ceridian Corporation was a basis for scheduling an expedited trial 

last summer, during the pendency of a proxy contest. That litigation was resolved by a 

settlement that provided, in part, for the removal of the Election Walkaway. We remain 

unaware of any judicial precedent upholding an Election Walkaway, which forces 

stockholders to reelect an incumbent board as a price for keeping a board-approved deal. 

See Minneapolis Firefighters' Relief Ass'n v. Ceridian Corp., C.A. No. 2996-CC, 

Chandler, C, tr. at 21 (Del. Ch. Feb. 25,2008) (attached as Exhibit B hereto). 

Plaintiffs can be prepared to try both our pending claim seeking invalidation of 

the Severance Plan and our new challenge to the Services Agreement. On Monday, June 

4,2008, plaintiffs served a document request on defendants that includes a request for 

documents relating to any arrangement with Google under which Yahoo would use 

services provided by Google related to search or the delivery of advertisements. We 

understand that Yahoo has been gathering Google-related documents subject to its 

previously asserted business strategy privilege. Now that the Services Agreement has 

been announced, defendants should be in a position to produce relevant documents 

expeditiously. Plaintiffs intend to move promptly to amend our pleading to add a Count 

seeking invalidation and/or modification of the Services Agreement. 

If defendants persist in opposing our request to schedule a trial, we trust that they 

will address the coercive effect of the Services Agreement as part of the brief they agreed 

to file no later than this Monday. 

We respectfully request that our motion to set a trial date be heard as promptly as 

the Court's schedule permits. We are available at the convenience of the Court. 
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Respectfully, 

(r ■ \ Ibel Friedlander 

MBarNo.3163) 

cc: Register in Chancery (by e-filing) 

Edward P. Welch, Esquire (by e-filing) 

David C. McBride, Esquire (by e-filing) 
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